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CHIMIVER
www.chimiver.com

Top quality
products for floors
C

himiver Panseri is a family company based in Pontida, Northen Italy, and
has operated for over 50 years in the development and production of
chemistry for the wooden floor sector and in the latest years as also
approached with excellent results different sector like adhesive for resilient and
lacquers for resin treatments. The range is extensive and varied, but always
of high quality. Chimiver also produces wide range of UV products for
industry, supplying European leading producers of engineered pre-finished
parquet, offering excellent service and technical assistance pre/post sales.
Permanent efforts in research & development and continous improvements in
technology always lead to creation of last generation and enviroment
friendly products. Ethics and commitment of management and personnel are
other distinguishing features of Chimiver.
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The new look
of Care Line
Prosecuting in his
multi-year
investments plan
involving the
whole range of
eco-friendly products,
at the beginning of
2018 Chimiver
launched the brand
new look of his
original Care Line,
unveiling the
innovative and
charming packaging,
caps, labels as well
as the futuristic
display with LCD
monitor running
company videos,
cleaning demos
and Care Line Point
images. That is the
outcome of a long
and accurate
observation of the
most advanced
worldwide marketing
and merchandising
methods,
representing a
unique sales tools
for innovative
showrooms
willing to offer a
quality service to
final customers who
will be able to chose
cleaning and
sanitizing products
for wooden floors
(both lacquered and
oiled), for laminate,
vinyl, LVT, resin,
and ceramic
surfaces and outdoor
decking.
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The real and specific needs of the user have guided our every
technological choice aimed at ensuring, for each product, the
maximum of consistent quality. For this reason, Chimiver has
made major investment into new highly automated plants with
selective control throughout the entire productive process.
Chimiver's ability to forestall and anticipate demand is a
quality that marks each of its products.
NEVIO PANSERI,
MANAGING DIRECTOR CHIMIVER

